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In his own words: “Don’t feel restricted
by your degree. You define your own
career options.”

I

n a sense, Brian Hawken made a
critical career move in his third year
at Queen’s University, switching his
major from English to Computing
Science. In hindsight, he still thinks the
decision was smart, although his take on
it has shifted slightly after working two
years as a programmer analyst for
Toronto-based Celestica, the third
largest electronics manufacturing
services company in the world.

Some “basic but consistent” experience
with computers helped him to make the
leap from Milton to motherboards. “My
father is a very technical person and we
always had a computer in our home. He
even built one of his own when I was
very young. During high school I
fiddled around with computers and took
courses right up to OAC.
“In university, a friend and I developed
our own computer game. My role in it
was more creative than technical. It was
a sort of turn-based text strategy/combat
game. I’m not sure what became of it,
but it was fun to do.”
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what you’re taught in university (at least
in Compsci) is obsolete in six months, so
you have to keep teaching yourself once
you’re out.”
Another path that he has followed at
Celestica involves orienting new
employees, a task that speaks to the
teacher in him. “I usually spend time
doing this at the end of the school year,
when new grads are coming in, although
I’m gradually trying to pass off some of
these tasks so I can concentrate on
development. But I enjoy instructing
others. I’ve never really been a follower
in life.”

“It’s a special company, particularly my
department,” he admits. “They give
people right out school a shot, and they
have a great team mentality instead of a
boss mentality. I like the chance to do
different things, and my manager is quite
open to that, which involves a lot of
trust. That’s something I really
appreciate.” !

While he used to log 12 to 14-hour days,
Brian has scaled back since his team
leader pulled him off a job and packed
him off to California to do consultant
work on different project. Now he
makes time for a longtime passion in his
life, barbershop singing. He sings with
The Dukes of Harmony, a barbershop
chorus that was world-famous in the
1970s when it won Canada’s first and
only gold medals in international
competition.
“I grew up on the Dukes. My father was
a big fan and a barbershopper himself.
I've always wanted to join, and now I’m
trying to put together a quartet from
within the group. Of course, you can't
get me to shut up in the car or shower.
I’m always singing.”
For now, developing his own direction
within the computer industry is as
important as developing databases. Your
choice of degree, he argues, should
never dictate your career. Fortunately,
Celestica gives him opportunities to
explore different work options.
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Quick to point out the merits of
broadening his perspective, Brian
indicates that his administrative duties
in a 60-person department have been a
real bonus. His experience of hiring
staff has taught him new ways of
looking at human resources. “The
emphasis in interviews now is more
behavioural — whether the person, not
just the degree, really fits into a team. I
also want to hear whether you’re
keeping your skill set current. What
have you learned lately? They say that
what you’re taught in university (at
least in Compsci) is obsolete in six
months, so you have to keep teaching
yourself once you’re out.”

